
Supply Chain Strategic Planning
Increase Efficiency, Lower Supply Costs, and Clinically Integrate your Supply Chain

Reduce Time. Save Money. Increase Profitability.

   PARTNERING WITH OUR HOSPITAL CLIENTS
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SHS’s Supply Chain Strategic Planning encompasses the 
review of strategy, operations, staffing, contracts, and 
policies & procedures of your organization’s supply 
chain function. The process begins with an extensive 
review of data and documents, coupled with 
one-on-one interviews with individuals who perform 
supply chain functions, as well as supply chain’s 
executive leadership.

The deliverable identifies Supply Chain vulnerabilities 
and establishes multi-year goals & objectives, which 
also helps to identify supply chain operational efficiency 
recommendations, productivity initiatives, emergency 
preparedness plans, and savings opportunities.

Assessment of Current State Supply Chain 
Processes. Areas of Focus Include:
  - Sourcing and Contracting
  - Requisitions
  - Purchasing
  - Receiving, Distribution and Logistics
  - Inventory Management
  -  Value Analysis
  - Technologies
  - Customer Service

Future State Recommendations and Concepts
of Operations

Development of Supply Chain Strategic Plan

Emergency Preparedness Analysis & Recommendations

Analysis and Enhancement Recommendations of Key 
Distributor and Supplier Relationships

Recommendations of Supply Chain Process 
Consolidation within the Hospital

Review and Enhance Critical Supply Sourcing 
Redundancy Plan

Health care organizations rely heavily on Supply 
Chain to deliver critical supplies at the right time, to 
the right place, at the right cost.

Today, health care leaders are taking a closer look at 
their supply chains. As hospitals partner, merge, or 
grow, the Supply Chain function can be fractured 
across many facilities or even in the same facility. It’s 
not uncommon for the Surgery, Cath Lab, and 
Laboratory departments to have their own 
contracting, purchasing, and distribution staff and 
function separate from the Supply Chain department. 
This is inefficient, redundant, and expensive.

SHS’s Supply Chain Strategic Planning 
includes the following services and 
deliverables:

OPERATIONAL & STRATEGIC FUNCTIONS

Today’s environment demands supply chain leaders 
increase capabilities in operational performance, 
emergency preparedness, and clinical integration all 
while reducing costs.  Hospital leadership expects supply 
chain to play a strategic role from managing supply needs 
through a pandemic to integrating clinical outcomes into 
their financial and operational plans.
 
SHS will facilitate the entire process of creating a 
documented, multi-year strategic plan to revamp your 
organization’s supply chain operations.
 
With SHS's Supply Chain Strategic Planning, your 
organization will realize reduced supply costs, effective 
clinical integration, increased operational efficiencies, 
and better emergency preparedness.

SHS is a firm founded by supply chain professionals for supply 
chain professionals. Most third party advisory firms charge high 
fees for 100+ page reports containing flawed assumptions, 
unrealistic savings projections, no prioritization of objectives, 
and no implementation support.

With over 20 years of industry experience we put client 
satisfaction at the center of every engagement. Every project has 
three goals:

· The ROI is measurable and evident
· Project objectives are clear with ample implementation support 
from SHS to get the job done
· SHS feels like an extension of your team – not a third party firm
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We are a supply chain consulting firm specializing in strategic sourcing, clinical spend management, supply chain 
operations, purchased services, and distribution solutions. With over 20 years of hospital supply chain experience, SHS’s 
goal is to leverage our expertise to create a partnership with our hospital clients to optimize supply chain processes and 
reduce costs without compromising patient care quality.

Managing Director
404.664.2719
jjackson@shs.us.com

Director of Operations
630.485.9996
jappleberry@shs.us.com

ADDITIONAL SHS SERVICES

- Strategic Sourcing/PPI Contracting (50+ categories)
- Supply Chain Strategic Planning
- Custom Procedure Pack Cost Reduction
- Value Analysis Team Development & Implementation

- Distribution Optimization & Consulting
- Interim Supply Chain Leadership
- Purchased Services Cost Reduction (100+ categories)

Clinical Engineering
Clinical Services
Environmental Services
Facilities
Financial Services

Food Services
Health Information 
Management
Office-Related Products
Telecommunications

SUPPLY CHAIN
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PREPAREDNESS

INVENTORY
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VALUE ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGIES


